
Loeber, Leontine

Van: Robert Krimmer ~••" •••"1IIIlI1t]
Verzonden: maandag 10 juli 2006 5:25

Aan: Schipper-Spanninga, Hanneke

Onderwerp: AW: next monday

perfect! I'm on my way and looking forward to seeing you in couple of hours!
robert
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Von: Schipper-Spanninga, Hanneke [mailto:Hanneke.Schipper@minbzk.nl]
Gesendet: Fr 07.07.2006 17:09
An: Robert Krimmer
Betreff: next monday

Dear Robert,

As I promised you, I hereby send you al small program for your visit to the Netherlands next Monday. My excuses
for the late arrival of this mail, but these are just the details. I understood you already received your e-ticket and
your travelinformation, as well as (from me) the general ideas about the visit.

PROGRAM

8.55u arrival at Schiphol airport, transfer to The Hague
10.00u meeting with the project manager of the remote voting project, drs Joost Beukers, and someone

.. involved in the RIES-system (the system used in
the waterboard elections, the basis for our Internetsystem for Dutch living abroad)
transfer to small restaurant for lunch
lunch
presentation by mgr Robert Krimmer on e-voting
short coffeebreak
discussion on e-voting and voting machines
end of the meeting, departure for Mauritshuis
gUided tour in Mauritshuis
dinner in Scheveningen, afterwards return to hotel

I invited some other people to join the meetings, including some people from the Ministry of the Interior (mr Harke
Heida, director of the Constitutional and Legislation Affairs department and his deputy, mr Rene Mazel, mr Diana
van Oriel and mr Leontine Loeber).

In the morning the main theme will be the voting system in the Netherlands (exchange of information). In the
afternoon we would like to broaden the view to general topics related to e-voting, especially to possible future
plans regarding introduction of Internetvoring for general elections or a different regulation of the market for and
the demands on voring machines. Relevant questions are "who should be responsible for the accountability of the
systems, what is the best way to regulate the relations between government and market in this aspect, what is the
best way to keep the trust of the Dutch people in the voting systems being used" etc. We would be glad if you
could tell us about your ideas on these topics, either in your presentation, either in the discussion.

A car will bring you from the airport to your hotel and after your check-in to my office.

~7~If you have the wish to contact me, you can do this by phone • &W or e-mail
in the weekend, or this e-mail adress on Monday.

See you next Monday. I am looking forward to see you.

Kind regards

26-3-2008



Hanneke Schipper
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